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Introduction

Conclusions

My freshman year at Cal, I was shocked
to learn that UC Berkeley operated on a
cogeneration (cogen) natural gas plant
and that this system was the biggest
obstacle to the University in reaching
its Carbon Neutrality and general
sustainability goals. I soon engaged in
advocacy efforts regarding the cogen,
and committed myself to learning more
about the system and opportunities for
its replacement in favor of a more
sustainable, clean energy system. What
I discovered through my involvement
with the cogen plant was that a lot of
students, even those interested in
sustainability, were unaware of Cal’s
energy system and how unsustainable it
was. When I became a Carbon
Neutrality Initiative Engagement
Fellow, I knew I wanted to dedicate my
fellowship to bringing student
awareness to our campus’ energy
system and engaging students in
advocacy efforts for its replacement. I
was fortunate to be joined by a team of
passionate students and supporters
along the way.

Students at Cal are eager to learn
about ways in which they can help
their campus become more
sustainable, especially with its energy
system. This project helped start the
conversation and lay a foundation of
resources for which future, passionate
students can use in their own
advocacy efforts. Hopefully all UC
students and members are successful
in moving beyond carbon neutrality
and achieving 100% Clean Energy
systems.

An early energy system advocacy action in 2019.
(I am pictured on the right)
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Future Goals
Materials and Methods
Working with the Carbon Crew
student team at the Student
Environmental Resource Center, we
created an educational event, Energy
at Cal: Conversations on a Transition
from Cogen Gas Plant to Sustainable
Energy. Within the event we
conducted a short presentation on an
overview of the University’s
sustainability goals (including carbon
neutrality) as well as the gas plant,
and also held a question and answer
session with some UC Berkeley
sustainability stakeholders.
Throughout the year, I engaged in
communications with the UC Green
New Deal Coalition members who
are working on the 100% Clean
Energy Campaign for the University
and I also had meetings with campus
stakeholders to discuss UC
Berkeley’s progress towards the next
phase in its energy system.

Project Goals
● Educate students on UC Berkeley’s
current energy system and
replacement solutions
● Engage students in conversations
around a more sustainable
replacement, and the path to it
● Establish communications with
campus sustainability stakeholders
including the Ofﬁce of Sustainability,
Energy Ofﬁce, Facilities Services, and
campus planners
● Institutionalize knowledge and
resources for future students to use
in carrying on the campaign for a
clean energy system

Results and Outcomes
More students are now aware of the
state of Cal’s energy system and are
more plugged into the overall
campaign for a clean replacement.
Communications and working
relationships with campus
sustainability stakeholders have
been established, as well as that with
UC Green New Deal leaders. The
Energy at Cal event was successful
and was recorded to exist as a future
resource. Overall, a foundation has
been laid for future work.

● Continue conversations with
sustainability stakeholders
● Create follow up events to the
Energy at Cal event
● Illicit further student feedback and
engagement, speciﬁcally towards an
energy transition plan and
sustainable clean energy system
● Create direct action opportunities
for students
● Collaborate more directly with the
UC Green New Deal 100% Clean
Energy Campaign
● Achieve a campus commitment to a
100% clean energy system

Resources
Recording of Energy at Cal Event:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q9IssNXjUZk
Student Environmental Resource Center website
(info on the energy event & additional resources)
https://serc.berkeley.edu/
Daily Cal Article on History of Cal’s Gas Plant and
Student Activism Regarding It (By Jeana Lee)
https://www.dailycal.org/2021/03/05/berkeley-po
wer-plant/
UC Green New Deal 100% Clean Energy Campaign
https://electrifyuc.org/
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